JOURNALS

Ab Imperio
Study of nationalism and nationalities in the post-Soviet space

Demokratizatsiya: The Journal of Post-Soviet Democratization
Historical and current transformations in the Soviet Union and its successor states

Journal of Slavic Linguistics
Description and analysis of Slavic languages of general interest to linguists, regardless of theoretical orientation

Kritika: Explorations in Russian and Eurasian History
Leading journal of Russian and Eurasian history and culture; translates works by Russian and European scholars into English

Nabokov Studies
Critical and theoretical articles and forums on one of the twentieth century’s most important writers

Pushkin Review
North American Pushkin Society in cooperation with the International Pushkin Society: scholarly articles, translations of Pushkin, reprints of hard-to-obtain Pushkiniana

Region: Regional Studies of Russia, Eastern Europe, and Central Asia
History and current political, economic, and social affairs of the entire former Soviet bloc

Serbian Studies: Journal of the North American Society for Serbian Studies
All aspects of Serbian cultural heritage, archival documents, source material related to Serbian immigration to N. America
FOR INSTRUCTORS
WITH MUSE, OUR BOOKS AND JOURNALS SUPPORT YOUR COURSEWORK:
• Transform your syllabus with stable links to course content
• Link to articles, book reviews & chapters.
• Email links directly to your students
• Search books and journals on the same platform

LET MUSE HOST YOUR JOURNAL
• Journals can be subscription or fully open access
• Marketing and sales support puts your journal in front of the right readers
• Now with new streamlined pricing

BOOK PUBLISHERS
MUSE offers scholarly books that cover Slavic and Eastern Europe Studies from distinguished publishers including:

• Central European University Press
• Cornell University Press
• Indiana University Press
• Northern Illinois University Press
• Northwestern University Press
• Slavica Publishers
• University of Pittsburgh Press
• University of Wisconsin Press